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A Very Biased History of the Electrical Engineering Department at the University of Maryland, College Park

This document presents my very biased view of the history of the Electrical Engineering Department at the University of Maryland, College Park, by describing a variety of amusing incidents that have happened while I was a student here from September 1958 through June 1962 and then as a faculty member starting in September 1966 until now. Until about ten years ago, the department was called the Electrical Engineering Department with the abbreviation EE. This was the most common nomenclature at universities around the country. The name was then changed to the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering with the abbreviation ECE which has become common at other universities.

1 Dr. Ralph Myers’ Physics Class

1.1 Disrespectful Students

In 1960, Engineering students normally took two semesters of Physics in their Sophomore year. My Spring semester Physics class was held in the Chemistry Building large lecture hall and there were, maybe, 200 students in the class. The instructor was Dr. Ralph Myers, a long-time Physics professor. Dr. Myers would stop to think and project “UUUUUUH” to the entire lecture hall while he was thinking. One day, about half way through the class, Dr. Myers said “UUUUUUUUH” and there was an echo of “UUUUUUUUH” by an anonymous student in the very back of the lecture hall. As several classes went by, the “UUUUUUUUH” echo came from more students. Finally, Dr. Myers slammed down his book and said something like, “Gentlemen, if I can call you that ... !” and walked out of the room. Boy did he kill us on the next exam!

1.2 The Student Who Asked Stupid Questions

There was a student who sat in the front row and continually raised his hand and asked obvious and stupid questions. This was particularly annoying because he was an EE student who’s name I have long forgotten. As the semester went on, we all would groan every time his hand shot up. It seems almost every class has someone like this. One thing that seems to be traditional with Physics departments is that they have a good size staff to create and show very interesting demonstrations for their large introductory lecture classes. One day the demonstrations included a gas discharge oscillator with huge light bulbs, maybe a foot high. Another demonstration included a cylindrical electromagnet about four inches in diameter and a foot high. An iron ring fit over the magnet and when the current was turned on, the eddy currents in the ring caused it to rise off the magnet. This was a demonstration of forces caused by the interaction of current and magnetic fields. During that class, the annoying student asked an unusual number of stupid questions. When the bell rang for the end of class, he ran up to Dr. Myers to ask yet another question. I am sure Dr. Myers
was also quite annoyed and thought about how to get even with this student. He asked this student to put the iron ring on the magnet and hold it there. Well, guess what happens when the current is turned on? When the ring cannot rise off the magnet, the eddy currents cause is to heat up like a stove element. Very soon this student let out a shout in pain and let go of the ring. The ring flew up into the air several feet and came down and smashed a couple of the large light bulbs! Dr. Myers must have hated our class.

2 Bill Hahn, The Instructor for My First EE Class

In 1960, the first EE course students took was EE 1 Basic Electrical Engineering. This course was taken in the Fall semester of a student’s Junior year. EE courses were given once a year, so students who failed an EE course were set back an entire year. The textbook was *Introductory Electrical Engineering*, J. Wiley, 1957 by George F. Corcoran and Henry R. Reed. George Corcoran was the Department Head and Dr. Henry Reed was another EE professor and was in charge of the graduate program. In fact, George Corcoran was the Department Head for 25 or 30 years and retired around 1964.

William R. Hahn was my instructor for EE 1 in the Fall 1960 semester. He was a full-time Instructor working on his Ph.D. degree at the time. A couple of years later he became a full-time employee of the U.S. Naval Surface Weapons Center in White Oak, Maryland and continued to work on his Ph.D. part-time. Later Bill moved to the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, and after that to some Beltway bandit company in Virginia. Bill was an avid handball player and had bent little fingers caused by hitting the walls too often. He smoked a Sherlock Holmes kind of pipe and acted real cool.

2.1 Lab Instructor is No Longer Cool

Bill was also my Instructor for the lab portion of EE 100 Alternating Current Circuits. Many EE courses at that time were four credits with three credits for the regular in-class instructional part and one credit for the lab portion. Grades were based proportionately on our performance in both parts. The text for the in-class part was *Alternating Current Circuits*, J. Wiley, 1943 by Russell M. Kerchner and George F. Corcoran. Russell Kerchner was not a College Park faculty member. In the lab for EE 100, Bill Hahn carefully checked our circuits to make sure they were correct before we turned on the power. One experiment involved an autotransformer which was about ten inches tall with a six inch square base. After checking our circuit, Bill went to the power panel on the wall and flipped the switch on. Within seconds, clouds of white smoke started pouring out of the autotransformer. Bill quickly turned off the power and was very embarrassed to discover he had plugged the power cable into the DC rather than the AC outlet! We no longer thought he was so cool.

2.2 My First Ph.D. Graduate

After I graduated, completed my Ph.D. at Princeton University, spent nine months working at Hughes Aircraft Company in Culver City, California, and returned in September 1966 to teach as an Assistant Professor in the EE Department at the University of Maryland, Bill
Hahn was still working on his Ph.D. His advisor was the Assistant Professor, Bob Ginnings, who had recently received his Ph.D. from the University of Maryland EE Department and had also been an Instructor while working on his degree. Bob left to work at Hekemian Labs in Rockville, Md. a couple of years later and I became Bill Hahn’s Ph.D. advisor. By the way, Norris Hekemian also got his Ph.D. from the our EE Department under Gordon Wagner who retired in 1976 and died in December 2005. Bill Hahn earned his Ph.D. a couple of years later. It is kind of ironic that the instructor for my first EE course became my first advisee to get his Ph.D.

3 George F. Corcoran

George F. Corcoran was the Electrical Engineering Department Head from some time in the early 1940’s to around 1964 when he retired. Notice the word “Head” in his title. Sometime in the late 1960’s or early 1970’s, the title of the person who was in charge of a department was changed from Head to Chairman. The Head had significantly more authority than a Chairman. George Corcoran was very well liked by faculty, staff, and students. He died not too long after retiring from one of the progressive nervous system diseases. He never got married, probably because he knew he had this disease, but he had a close woman friend. She established the Corcoran Award for excellence in teaching by a young faculty member. Later, it was extended to include TA’s. Corcoran’s primary emphasis was on undergraduate education and he authored or co-authored a number of textbooks that were used for our EE courses. These include:


Henry Reed and Gordon Wagner were also Professors in our EE Department. Corcoran encouraged faculty to have a strong interest in undergraduate activities and many faculty members often attended affairs like Eta Kappa Nu initiation banquets and IEEE picnics.

There were around 200 EE undergraduates in 1960. A significant number of them had returned from the Korean War and were supported by the GI Bill. It seems Professor Corcoran knew every student by name and how they were doing. His door was always open for us. However, when you went to see him, he acted very tough and menacing, but you knew it was an act and he had a heart of gold. When I would walk into his office, he would bark something like, “What the hell do you want Tretter?”
3.1 Student Does Poorly in Probability

George Corcoran was my professor for EE 103 Engineering Analysis. This course was really a two credit introduction to probability. It was the predecessor to our current ENEE 324 Engineering Probability. Our department was one of the early ones in the country to recognize the importance of Probability in the Electrical Engineering curriculum and was largely the result of George Corcoran’s vision. One day in class, Professor Corcoran told a story about how in a previous EE 103 class there was a student who seemed to be very serious and hard working but did very poorly on the first exam. Corcoran asked him what the problem was and found out that this student had previously been a Divinity student and knew nothing about Poker hands. Several questions on the exam asked the probability of getting certain hands.

4 Dr. Henry Reed

Dr. Henry Reed was a long-time Professor in the EE Department and retired around 1966. He was in charge of the EE graduate program for many years. In 1960, when I was a Junior, he was one of the few faculty members with a Ph.D. The other two were Dr. Gordon Wagner and Dr. Giovanni Rutelli. Before the 1960’s, it was not uncommon for EE faculty members around the country to just have a Master of Science degree. Dr. Reed also ran a mini EE graduate department at the Navy installations in southern Maryland. It was either at the Patuxent Naval Air Station or an engineering lab of the Naval Electronic Systems Command at St. Inigoes. I don’t remember which. He was one of the few faculty members with funded graduate research.

At that time, the Department was primarily focused on undergraduate education. However, there were a reasonably large number of students working on the Master of Science degree part-time. These students mostly came from local government labs like the Naval Research Lab and the Naval Ordinance Lab which was the name of the Navy lab in White Oak then. All M.S. students were required to do a thesis. The Graduate School had no non-thesis option. There were very few full-time M.S. students. There were, perhaps, ten full-time Instructors working towards the Ph.D.

In addition to the books listed above that Dr. Reed co-authored with Corcoran and Wagner, he co-authored the book *Communications Circuits*, J. Wiley, 1942, with Lawrence A. Ware. This book was used for the Spring semester Junior course EE 104 Communications Circuits.

4.1 The Knock on the Door

In 1960 Glen L. Martin Hall (the Engineering Classroom Building) was about five years old. It had a bell system like in the high schools. The bells rang on the hour for the start of class and 10 of the hour for the end of class. There were also IBM clocks hanging from the ceiling throughout the building. Essentially all EE classes were held in Martin Hall. Dr. Henry Reed was my professor for the first semester required Junior course, EE 60 Electricity and Magnetism. At that time there was only one required E&M course. He locked the door as
soon as the bell rang and would not let late students in. He seemed rather old and crotchety to us 20 year olds. Maybe he was as old as 60. (I’m 68 now.) One day the knocking on the door would not stop and Dr. Reed finally opened it. It turned out it was our Department Head, George Corcoran, with an emergency message for me!

4.2 Dr. Reed’s Exam Grading Policy

On exams, we could have a long problem solution all correct except for a small numerical error at the end. Dr. Reed would give zero credit for the problem. He said, “You’re engineers. What would happen if you designed a bridge, made a dangerous numerical error, and the bridge collapsed?” We had a lot of trouble accepting this argument since we were not going to design bridges!

5 Dr. Gordon Wagner

Thomas Charles Gordon Wagner received a Bachelors degree from Harvard in 1937. Then he came to the University of Maryland and earned the Master of Science degree in 1940 and Doctor of Philosophy degree in 1943, both from the Math Department. Dr. Wagner became an EE faculty member about that time at the urging of George Corcoran. Gordon retired in 1976 and died on December 13, 2005. Even though Gordon’s graduate degrees were in Math, he had a strong interest in real-world applications and was an expert circuit designer and consultant to industry. In addition to the lab manual co-authored with Reed and Corcoran listed on page 6, Gordon wrote the book, Thomas Charles Gordon Wagner, Analytical Transients, Wiley, 1959, which was used for many years for a graduate circuits course he taught.

Before the Glen L. Martin complex was built, the EE Department was in a building along the Mall near McKeldin Library. After the EE Department moved to Martin Hall, most of Gordon Wagner’s university things remained in a box in the back corner of his office which he never unpacked.

Gordon and his wife Rita were avid auto rallyists. As far as I can remember, Gordon always drove Porsches. In the 1960’s, before microprocessors and VLSI, he designed and built an electronic rally computer for his car that helped him rank high in the rally world.

6 David E. Simons

David E. Simons was an EE faculty member for 35 years. He retired as an Associate Professor about 14 years ago and died on September 13, 1998. Dave served during World War II in the South Pacific, new Guinea, and the Philippines. After returning from the war he earned is B.S. and M.S. degrees in EE from the University of Maryland under the GI Bill and became an Assistant Professor in our EE Department around 1950. Dave was an expert circuit designer. For quite a few years, Dave did all the course scheduling for the Department acting as a one-man “Academic Affairs Committee.”
In the early 1980’s, the University of Maryland, Baltimore County, began offering graduate EE courses and started setting up an undergraduate EE program. The program at UMBC was considered to be part of the College Park program and under the direction of EE at College Park. Dave Simons was assigned to develop the undergraduate EE program at UMBC and went there several times a week. He established courses through the Junior year. Then the politicians (maybe the State Board of Higher Education at the prodding of the Maryland Legislature) decided that UMBC could not have an undergraduate EE program and that it should go to Morgan State College instead. UMBC was allowed to have a graduate EE program. All the work Dave did for the undergraduate program was terminated. I think all the wasted time spent on this effort was a significant factor in Dave’s decision to retire shortly afterwards.

Dave Simons was extremely well liked by his students. After taking a few of Dave’s classes, students said they were “Simonized.” He was a very down-to-earth person with a wonderful sense of humor. A few stories I remember about him follow.

6.1 The Charged Capacitor

Dave had a big capacitor (maybe with a base 1.5 by 3 inches and 5 inches tall) sitting on his office desk. One student often came to his office to ask questions about a class. This student fiddled with things on the desk which began to annoy Dave. So, one day Dave charged up the capacitor. As usual, the student arrived and began fiddling with the capacitor. He touched the terminals and, of course, got a big shock. The paper cup of Coke he was holding flew up into the air and splashed all over Dave and his desk!

6.2 Limited Questions

I was an undergraduate student in three or four of Dave Simons classes. There was a student in one of the classes who always asked many silly questions each period. One day he disrupted the class with an unusually large number of questions. Dave Simons stopped lecturing, looked at the student, and said, “From now on you’re limited to one question each class period.” The student immediately shot up his hand and said something like, “You really mean only one question?” Dave’s answer was, “That’s one.”

6.3 Nailing the Table to the Floor

In a moderately large lecture room on the second floor of Martin Hall, there was a platform in front of the blackboard in the front of the room that was about a foot high and eight feet deep. There was a desk about six feet long and three feet wide for the professor’s notes. The cleaning staff always pushed the desk against the blackboard at night, so the first professor to use the room had to move the desk away from the blackboard. A spring semester Senior class I had with Dave Simons was the first to use the room for the day. On the last day of class when we were all going to graduate shortly, we decided to play a trick on Dave Simons and nailed the desk to the floor against the blackboard wall. Well, Simons came into the room, hopped up on the desk facing us, and told us he had really enjoyed having us as
students, wished us the best of luck in our careers, and asked us to come back and visit him. Then he just left the room, never having tried to move the desk.

As an aside, graduating Seniors did not have to take final exams then and maybe into the 1970’s. The reason was that grade compilation was minimally automated and took a long time. Grades had to be turned in for graduating Seniors a week before the end of the semester. The Registrar needed to know whether a student was graduating or not to have diplomas made by the graduation ceremony.

6.4 Dave Simons is Late

Dave Simons died in September 1998 from complications of lung cancer. He was always quitting smoking. There was a service at the Hines-Rinaldi Funeral Home on New Hampshire Avenue in White Oak, Maryland. After the service, the burial was to take place at the Arlington National Cemetery since Dave served in the military in World War II. We got in our cars and hurried to the cemetery. After a 20 minute wait the hearse still had not arrived. Not long after that, we got a call saying the hearse was stuck in a traffic jam caused by an accident. We had left just early enough to avoid the jam. The hearse finally arrived about two hours late. This is the only experience I have had where someone was late to their own burial!

7 Yellow vs. White Chalk

At one point in my undergraduate years, Russell Glock (an Instructor working on his Ph.D.in EE) and, perhaps, Dave Simons were having a friendly argument over whether white or yellow chalk was better. One thought the yellow chalk was too soft and the other thought the white was too hard. One would come into class and immediately scoop up all the chalk he did not like and throw it in the trash. The other would come into class and do the same thing. One day, one of them picked up the color chalk they liked and began writing on the board. The writing came out the wrong color. It turned out that the other professor had painted the chalk the opposite color.

8 Henry Price

Henry Price was an EE faculty member for many years and retired around 1969. He specialized in electronics and control systems. He was my professor for the required Junior Spring semester course EE 101 Engineering Electronics. We used the electronics text listed above by Corcoran and Price. After leaving the University, Henry worked at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center as the head of a rocket guidance and control systems department as I recall. He had been a consultant there before leaving EE. As was common at the time, Henry’s highest degree was the M.S., but he had significant industrial experience.

When I first returned to College Park as an Assistant Professor in September 1966, Howard Tomkins was the Department Head. He had come from NIH with a computer background and left in 1967. The Department had one central phone number then. Faculty
phones were extensions. One secretary answered the central number and buzzed us when there was a call or took a message if we did not answer. For a year and a half after Howard Tomkins left and before Nicholas DeClaris arrived, Henry Price was the Acting Department Head. At the time I was playing clarinet in the pit orchestra for an amateur production of the Sound of Music. The orchestra personnel director, Buzzy Cory, called the Department to inform me of a rehearsal time. She had a coquettish and sexy voice. The secretary who answered the phone was not there, so Henry Price, whose office was on the second floor of Martin Hall next to the secretarial area, answered. According to him, Buzzy said something like, “Can Steve come and play with me tonight.” Henry had a good sense of humor and kept reminding me of that call.

9 The Vietnam War Era

Many interesting incidents occurred during the Vietnam war era. When I first started teaching at UMD in 1966 faculty dress was relatively formal. Most wore jackets and dress shirts. Students dressed less formally but also conservatively. As the war progressed and protests mounted, student and faculty dress became much more casual until today it is quite casual. It is now sometimes hard to distinguish between young faculty members and students.

9.1 Tear Gas from the Armory

The Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) was housed in the Armory until relatively recently. As the war dragged on, there were student protests on US 1 and at the Armory. The National Guard and State Police came onto the campus several times to open up US 1 and control the demonstrations. My office was in Martin Hall on the third floor, I think, facing the Armory. One day I noticed a large gathering at the Armory and then saw some puffs of smoke that were drifting towards Martin Hall. I figured it must be tear gas, so I left the campus the back way out Azalea Lane. People who had stayed in the building confirmed that it was tear gas.

9.2 Physics Faculty Protester

There was one Physics professor who actively participated in the student protests. He also began writing anti-war slogans on building walls. The Physics Department Chairman claimed he had an argument with this faculty member and this professor tried to punch him. The University asked this professor to have psychiatric counseling or else be fired, but he refused. This professor was then arrested with a group blocking the entrance to a building on the Mall, tried in court, and sent to jail for some time. He was really relatively harmless and should have been given psychiatric help.

About the same time, there was a professor in the Mechanical Engineering Department who was a slum landlord in Washington. His name and picture began to appear in newspapers and on TV for not keeping his buildings safe and up to code. He was shown in front of one of his buildings chasing a tenant with a long pipe. He was a major embarrassment.
to the University, but the administration said it was unable to take any action unless this professor was convicted of a crime. Meanwhile the poor mentally disturbed Physics professor was serving time in jail. Eventually, the slum landlord was convicted of perjury and sent to prison. While in prison, it was discovered he was suffering from Alzheimer’s disease.

9.3 Bomb Scares

During the Vietnam War era there were frequent calls to the University claiming that bombs had been planted in various buildings. The bomb scares seemed to be more frequent around exam times. Whenever there was a bomb scare, the building had to be evacuated and searched. During one reorganization of the location of faculty offices, I ended up on the third floor of Martin Hall in an office that had been used by Russell Glock. Russ Glock was an EE Instructor who had just earned his Ph.D. and gone to work full-time at the Naval Surface Weapons Center in White Oak. He left behind a red ship’s gyroscope that was in a metal box that was about 3 x 3 x 8 inches. The box had warnings written on it like ”safety plunger” and “danger.” I used it as a door stop. During the bomb scare evacuations, I made sure to put it in a prominent spot in the middle of the floor. One time the safety officers got to my office before I left. It took a while for me to convince them the gyroscope was not a bomb and posed absolutely no danger. It was lost when we moved from Martin Hall to A.V. Williams.

10 The World War I German Soldier

One semester I was teaching ENEE 722 Error Correcting Codes in Martin Hall. There were six students in the class, all from NSA I think. In the 1960’s and 1970’s we had many students from NSA which had hired new B.S. graduates and was sending them to College Park for the M.S. The EE Department even set up a study room for these students on the second floor of Martin Hall for a few years. One day the classroom door burst open in the middle of class and a man walked in dressed in a World War I army uniform with the long khaki coat and a helmet with a point on the top. I was stunned and the first thing that came out of my mouth was, “Can I help you?” He muttered something unintelligible that sounded something like German and went to the back of the room and sat down. I figured it was some kind of fraternity prank and ignored him. I finished proving some theorem and this person jumped up, came to the blackboard, and said, “Let me prove something. I’ll prove how to trisect a triangle.” At that point I told him to leave, but he picked up some chalk and began writing on the wall. I went out of the room to the EE office which was just down the hall and asked them to call the Campus Police. Then I went back to the classroom. The “German soldier” was gone. What really bothered me was that the police never came! I was telling this story to another faculty member later in the day and he was looking at me as if I had lost my mind. Fortunately, another faculty member came by as I was relating this story and said he had seen the German soldier going out the front door of Martin Hall and down the steps.
11 Newspaper Article Left on Classroom Desk

One day I was going to give an exam in maybe ENEE 322 Signals and Systems or ENEE 324 Engineering Probability in a room in the basement of Martin Hall. When I came into the room with the exams, I noticed a newspaper article lying on the instructors desk in the front of the room. The headline was “Student Shoots Professor.” I had a very good relationship with this class and took it as a joke. Things might be different in today’s climate.

12 The Student Doing Poorly in ENEE 425

I was teaching ENEE 425 Digital Signal Processing in Martin Hall. One student who seemed interested and bright did very poorly on the first exam. I asked him why this happened and he said that he had been an undergraduate at Cooper Union in New York and all his tests had been take-home exams. In addition, he said the textbook was bad. Guess who wrote the book? It was me! Had this student ever looked at the textbook and notice who the author was?

13 Missed Makeup Exam

While EE was still in Martin Hall, one student missed an ENEE 322 exam. He claimed his car broke down, so I was soft hearted and scheduled a makeup exam for him. He also missed the makeup exam. At the time, Martin Hall had offices on the side facing the Armory and classrooms on the side facing University Boulevard with a single long hall down the middle. The next day after the missed makeup exam, I came out of my office and looked down the hall towards the window on the US 1 side of the building. The sun was shining brightly through the window so I initially just saw a silhouette of a person coming down hall towards me. As he came closer I saw that his head was all bandaged up, and then that there were stitches across his forehead that looked like a zipper, and when he was still closer that his face was severely swollen. I finally recognized him as the student who had missed the exams. He claimed that his car broke down again on the way to the makeup exam and he knew I would not believe him. He said he lifted the hood to look inside the engine compartment and try to see what the trouble was and that the hood then fell on him. He maintained that it caused a big cut on his forehead, that he went to an emergency room, and his face swelled up because of a severe allergic reaction to the anesthetic. I thought that it was rather unlikely that someone would injure himself so badly just to take a makeup exam, so I scheduled another one which he took and flunked miserably. At least he did not use the common excuse that he had to go to his grandmother’s funeral.

14 Armand Makowski

Armand Makowski joined the EE Department as an Assistant Professor after receiving his Doctorate in Mathematics and we were still housed in Martin Hall. One of the first courses he was assigned to teach (perhaps the first) was ENEE 425 Digital Signal Processing. As
new faculty members tend to be, he had high expectations of our students and gave a first
exam which many students failed. A few days later someone posted a sign outside his office
doors which had written on it, “Makowski, the No Pass Filter.” Armand has mellowed greatly
since then after dealing with our students for many years and having children of his own,
and has realistic expectations now.

15 Mixed Messages

One semester I was teaching ENEE 722 Error Correcting Codes in one of the ITV (Instruc-
tional Television) classrooms behind the Engineering Lab Building. In the middle of the
class one of the remote students called in and asked a question that was somewhat related
to the class, but not strongly relevant. I patiently tried to answer his question. A little later
the same student called in and asked a question that was even more removed from the class
lecture. Then I realized what was happening. Prakash Narayan was teaching ENEE 721
Information Theory, to which error correcting codes is closely related, in the adjoining ITV
classroom and the ITV staff had exchanged the telephone lines for our classes.

16 The Ping Pong Table

David LeVine joined the EE faculty as an Assistant Professor in 1968 after receiving his
Ph.D. degree from the University of Michigan. His area of expertise was electromagnetics.
After four or five years he left to become a full-time employee at the NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt and is still working full-time there. Our offices were close by on
the third floor of Martin Hall and we became good friends. We discovered that we both liked
to play ping pong and noticed that there was an old unused ping pong table in a corner on
the second floor of the Engineering Lab Building. We moved the table to a large classroom
on the third floor of Martin Hall across from our offices. On Friday afternoons after classes
were over, we would move the chairs out of the way and move the ping pong table to the
middle of the room and play for an hour. Then we would move the table back into a corner
of the room and replace the chairs. The table was still in the classroom long after Dave went
to NASA and probably would still be there today if Martin Hall had not been renovated.
No one else knew why it was there or took responsibility for it.

17 Tony Ephremides’ Office in Martin Hall

At one point, the room arrangement on the third floor of Martin Hall on the side facing the
Armory was the men’s room on the US 1 end of the building, then Tony Ephremides’ office,
and then my office. Something in the men’s room would overflow occasionally and the water
would come out of the men’s room door and progress down the hall to Tony’s office door and
go into his office. Fortunately, that stopped it from progressing to my office. As I remember,
Tony was not very happy about the situation.
18 Can Bill Destler Teach?

Bill Destler came to the University as a Post Doc in the Particle Accelerator Group working with Martin Reiser. Bill asked to teach an undergraduate electromagnetics class after he was here a semester or two. By the way, at that time Bill had long hair and looked like a hippie. This led to a long faculty meeting where the question of whether a Post Doc should be allowed to teach a class was hotly debated in our typical academic fashion. The final decision was to give Bill a chance. That class and every one afterwards rated Bill extremely highly as a teacher.

Most of you are aware that Bill Destler quickly progressed through the academic ranks to Full Professor, became the ECE Department Chairman, then Dean of Engineering, moved up the administration to Provost, and recently left to be the President of the Rochester Institute of Technology. Would this all have happened if we did not allow a Post Doc to teach a class?

19 The Civil War

Around 1969 or 1970 there was a three year civil war in the Department. The details of this period are classified TOP SECRET to protect all those involved.

20 Isaac Mayergoyz and His Armory Class

One semester early in his career at the University, Isaac Mayergoyz was teaching a basic circuits course in a classroom in the basement of the Armory. The class met in the morning. He scheduled an exam, and the morning of the exam he got a call from someone telling him he should cancel it. The caller would not identify himself or say why the exam should be cancelled. Isaac said he would not cancel the exam and the caller told him he would be sorry. The fire alarm went off after the exam had started. Isaac told the class that he knew there was no fire and they should stay and finish the exam. He told them that if they chose to leave, the makeup exam would be very much harder. Shortly, the firemen arrived and told Isaac he had to evacuate the building. Isaac argued with them and explained what was happening and why there was no fire and refused to evacuate. According to Isaac, our EE Department Chairman, Lee Davisson, was contacted by the administration and he received a stern reprimand.

21 Time in the Temporary Buildings

Most of the Electrical Engineering faculty and staff were moved for three years to temporary buildings in the area where the Kim Building and Paint Branch parking lot are now while Glen L. Martin Hall was being renovated. Everything in Martin Hall except the supporting structures was removed during the renovation. This was in the second half of the 1980’s as I remember. The temporary buildings were like the overflow classrooms at public schools in the area. They were brought in as two halves on trailers and bolted together. We each had
10 x 10 ft. cubicles with cloth covered partitions that went a little higher than head height. There were about six cubicles in each room. The environment was noisy and unpleasant and faculty worked from home as much as possible. The footsteps of people walking through the halls resonated through an entire building. There were also temporary classrooms in the area.

21.1 The Roof Leaks

One winter we had a very heavy snow. Apparently, as the snow melted the roof leaked. Unbeknownst to us, the water was accumulating above the large acoustic tiles in the ceiling. Finally when we came in one morning, the soggy acoustic tiles had given way and our desks were soaked with water and covered with soggy broken tile pieces. Fortunately, most of us had taken our books and important belongings home since there were no locks on the doors, and had kept a bare minimum of things in our cubicles.

21.2 The Deck Collapses

Two of the temporary buildings were connected by a wooden deck that was about five feet above the ground. The deck was about 30 feet long. The IEEE Student Branch held its annual party in the temporary area at the end of one Spring semester. Some students went under the deck to bring out the poles for a volleyball net. There were many students, faculty, and staff standing on the deck. The weight was too much and the deck collapsed. Fortunately, the concrete filled tires used as bases for the volleyball net poles kept the deck from crushing the students.

Rex Root sent me the following comments about the deck collapse. “There was also a charcoal grill which came down in the collapse as well. A few of us escaped the collapse by standing or hanging on the surrounding deck rails which remained standing. College Park Fire and Rescue responded.” Rex was in charge of maintaining a number of different computer systems and network cabling for many years. He retired a couple of years ago. He is probably the only person who knows where all the network cables are in the A.V. Williams Building and is sometimes called back to the campus to solve physical computer system problems.

22 Adasai Bodharamik

Adasai Bodharamik was a graduate student from Thailand. His wife was also a graduate student. Initially, Dr. Robert Harger was his advisor. Dr. Robert Newcomb was his wife’s advisor. Bob Harger, myself, and maybe a third faculty member were on Adasai’s Ph.D. oral qualifying exam committee for the Communications area. At that time the qualifying exam was entirely oral. He did poorly and we failed him. He switched areas and completed his Ph.D. program under a different advisor. His wife also earned her Ph.D. They then went back to Thailand where Adasai started a company named Jasmine which was very successful. A number of years later, after we had moved to the A.V. Williams Building, Adasai Bodharamik offered to have Jasmine donate around $5 million to the ECE Department to show his
appreciation for how the University of Maryland had helped him establish a very successful career. He came to College Park to see how the Department had progressed and make arrangements for the gift. Nariman Farvardin was the Department Chairman then. Bob Harger and I approached Nariman and jokingly volunteered to hide while Adasai was here for a large fee. We hid, Dr. Bodharamik made the donation, and, of course, we received no fee. Two rooms are named the Jasmine Labs on the second floor of the A.V. Williams building. One is a general purpose computer lab with around 25 PC’s. The other is the room for ENEE 428 Communications Design Lab. Funds from Dr. Bodharamik’s gift were used to equip these rooms. Equipment and software donations from Texas Instruments were also used for the ENEE 428 lab.

\section{Incidents in ENEE 428 Communications Design Laboratory}

\subsection{ENE 428 Student, John Dowdal}

One semester I was going to teach ENEE 428 Communications Design Laboratory. The lab was located on the first floor of the A.V. Williams Building along the back hall. There were four or five sections that semester. Students work in groups of two in this lab. Often, one is good at thinking and the other at typing computer code. On the very first day of one section, a female student came up to me in tears at the end of the lab session. She said she could not work with her partner, John Dowdal. She said John would not let her do anything and at one point told her she should drop the class because she did not know enough! You would have to know John to fully appreciate this. He was a very bright student and highly adept in computer skills, but he lacked some social skills. John is a very successful engineer at Texas Instruments in Germantown now. We solved the problem by switching John’s partner to another section.

\subsection{Travels of the Textronix Spectrum Analyzer}

The ENEE 428 lab has two Textronix spectrum analyzers. The analyzers are heavy boxes about 11 inches wide, 24 inches tall, and 18 inches deep. They were expensive, perhaps, costing $25,000 each. The lab was first located on the first floor of the A.V. Williams Building on the inside of the back hall. Around 1995, while the lab was still in this original room, I was showing the lab to a visitor from another EE department. I showed him the standard setup including a PC, signal generator, and oscilloscope, and then told him we also had two spectrum analyzers which were stored up on a shelf. Then I pointed to the shelf, and to my surprise saw only one spectrum analyzer! We reported the theft to the police, sent out a notice to all the EE faculty asking if they had borrowed it, and searched all the faculty and student labs to no avail. About three years later Ron Sumner, who was in charge of the EE shop and labs, got an anonymous call that there was a strange object on the loading dock on the University Boulevard side of A.V. Williams that might be a bomb. The police were called and the “bomb” turned out to be the missing spectrum analyzer. We tested it
and it still worked perfectly. We never found out how it disappeared and reappeared.

23.3 Students Always Blame Their Problems on the Computer

Students in the ENEE 428 lab often accuse the computer they are working at as being the cause of the failure of their project to work properly and move to another computer. Almost all the time, the cause turns out to be a programming error or a hardware setup error on their part. One semester a group claimed their program was working on their computer but then stopped. So they moved to another computer and their project initially worked but then stopped. They repeatedly moved to about four computers with the same result. It turned out that what they were doing was spreading a virus to each computer! We had to wipe clean all the hard drives they used and reinstall all the software.

24 Robert O. Harger

Dr. Robert O. Harger joined the EE Department in around 1969. He was lured here from the University of Michigan radar lab in Ann Arbor by Nick DeClaris who was the Department Head. Bob retired about 12 years ago and currently lives in Rockville, Maryland.

24.1 Dick Dooley and the Bad ENEE 620 Class

Dick Dooley joined the EE Department as an Assistant Professor around 1971 after receiving his Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins. His area was Communications. That semester Bob Harger was assigned to teach ENEE 620 Probability and Random Processes and the enrollment was unusually high. Therefore, Nick DeClaris decided to split the class into two sections and assign Dick Dooley to the second section. Bob Harger was asked to assign students to the sections. So, he got the transcripts for all the students and assigned all the good students to his section. Dick was unaware that he got the poor students. When Dick gave exams, his students did very poorly and he flunked many of them. I think he was questioned about why he flunked so many. It was not until years later when I happened to meet Dick at a party and told him why his class did so poorly that he knew the reason. Dick left the Department after three or four years.

24.2 Bob Harger and ENEE 240

When we were in the temporary buildings, Bob Harger's cubicle was a few feet away from mine. He was teaching the required Sophomore class ENEE 240 which was a big lecture with 150 to 200 students. Bob was know to be very abrupt and hard with students but graded fairly in the end. He would start with a class of 30 undergraduates and be down to 10 in a few weeks. Many of us were envious of his small classes, but try as hard as we might we could not duplicate his feat. I could always tell when Bob had given an exam because dozens of students would pile into our office area asking for more points on the exams. The number of students coming died off exponentially with time but one student kept appearing for several weeks. Exasperated, Bob finally looked at this student and said, “You don’t even
know enough to understand why your answer is wrong!” The student picked up his books, looked at Bob, and said, “You are the biggest asshole I’ve ever seen!” I was stunned and bit my tongue so I would not laugh. Bob looked up at the student and said, “What’s your name?” Then the student started running out of the office with Bob chasing after him, both bumping into the cubicle walls. I imagine the student immediately went to the Registrar’s Office and dropped the class.

### 24.3 Bob Harger and the Parking Ticket

Shortly after retiring Bob was teaching ENEE 420 Communication Systems or, maybe, ENEE 425 Digital Signal Processing. One day I was going out the side door of the A.V. Williams building to class and met Bob coming from class. He was shaking his head and I asked what was wrong. He said he was never going to teach here again. I asked why? This was on a very hot day in May. Bob said he got a parking ticket that said he did not have a parking pass because the heat had melted the glue on his rear view mirror to which his pass was attached and it had fallen to the floor of his car out of view of the ticket giver.

### 25 The ENEE 322 Quiz

A few years ago, attendance was lagging in my ENEE 322 Signals and Systems class. It was unusually low during a lecture on Fourier series. I went through the derivations for the Fourier coefficients and left all the formulas on the board. Then I asked the students to take out a sheet of paper, sign their name on it, and write the formulas for coefficients for 10 extra points to reward those present. I said it was an open book quiz and they could use any available sources. Almost all the students simply copied the formulas from the board. However, one panicked student was madly flipping through his book looking for the answer! The other students were staring at him in amusement. Several students complained later that it was the only class they had missed and the quiz was unfair. Attendance greatly improved after that.

### 26 International MS in Telecommunications Students Learn About the United States Law Enforcement System

Dr. Mike Dellomo created the course, ENTS 689D Optimization and Analysis of GSM Networks, for the Cross-Disciplinary Master of Science in Telecommunications Program (ENTS) and has taught it annually for quite a few years. This course requires students to take test equipment out into Washington area neighborhoods in cars to measure the characteristics and performance of actual GSM base stations. This is called “drive testing” in the wireless industry jargon. The equipment is the size of a small microwave oven and requires two antennas to be placed on the top of the car. The box is controlled by a laptop PC and measured data is also recorded on the PC. A few years ago, perhaps in the 2005 or 2006
academic years, three ENTS students recently from India decided to do their drive testing late at night to avoid traffic. They were driving in a residential area in Wheaton at about 20 mph around 2 AM. Someone must have noticed this suspicious vehicle with two antennas on the top and foreign looking people in it going slowly and notified the police. Suddenly the students were stopped by several Montgomery County Police cars and questioned for over an hour. The police then escorted them to the Beltway and told them to go directly home. When the students arrived at their apartment in Spring Hill Lake, several Prince Georges County Police cars were waiting for them. The police took the laptop PC and then said it had been reported as stolen. The students showed the police the sales receipts and shipping documents for the PC to prove that they had bought it legally. However, the police kept the PC, gave the students a contact number, and left. They were not charged with any offenses. By now it had been many hours and was early in the morning and the students were totally terrified.

The three students sent frantic e-mail messages to Dr. Dellomo and me, since I was the Director of the ENTS Program, asking for help. We contacted the Provost, Dr. Bill Destler who had originated the ENTS Program while he was Chairman of ECE, and Dr. Nariman Farvardin who was Dean of Engineering, asking the University to help these students. The matter was turned over to the campus police chief since police know how to work with other police units. The PC was returned over a week later and I suspect it may have been examined by the FBI. Dr. Farvardin arranged a meeting with the students, myself, Dr. Dellomo, and a few other University administrators to show the students the University cared about their welfare and to help them get over their traumatic introduction to the U.S. law enforcement system. Dr. Dellomo now warns students in his course not to do drive tests late at night and gives them a letter explaining that they are doing a project for a course at the University of Maryland and includes his telephone numbers.

27 A New Excuse for Doing Poorly on an Exam

After 47 years of teaching, I finally heard a new excuse for doing poorly on an exam this Fall 2013 semester. Usually, the excuse has something to do with a close relative like a parent, grandmother, grandfather, aunt, uncle, or pet dying a day or two before the exam which induces a state of extreme sadness and an inability to study and concentrate on the exam. This semester in ENEE 322 Signal and System Theory one student got 5 out of 100 points on the first exam. About three weeks later she came to see me. I asked her what had caused the extremely poor performance. She explained that her cell phone had died the morning before the exam and she was so upset that she just could not concentrate during the exam. Is this a statement about current trends in society where a machine like a smart phone has become a living extension of our bodies? Are machines taking over the world as predicted in many science fiction articles?
28 Creative Answers to Exam Questions

Over the years, I have seen students give very creative answers to exam questions. Some of the best ones are included here.

28.1 A Miracle

A question on an ENEE 425 Digital Signal Processing exam was “Prove the bandpass signal representation formula.” The student writes three vaguely relevant lines at the beginning and the almost correct bandpass signal representation formula at the bottom and his proof in the middle is “miracle happens here.”

\[ v(t) = 2\cos(\omega t + \phi) , \quad \omega_c = 2\pi f_c \]

\[ v(f) = M(\omega - \omega_c) + M(\omega + \omega_c) \quad \checkmark \]

\[ s(f) = V_c H(f) \]

\[ s(t) = v(t) \cos(\omega_c t + \phi) - \frac{1}{\omega_c} m(t) \sin(\omega_c t + \phi) \]

28.2 The Axioms of Probability

A question on one final exam for ENEE 324 Engineering Probability was “What are the three axioms of probability?”
The image of the last two lines may not be clear to you. They are “Probability THAT I Am SWEATING Because I DON’T remember 3 is \(\approx 1\).”
I never saw this student again. Should I have referred him to the Counseling Center? His course average was 36.75/100 and I gave him an F for the course.
This plea did not help. The student had a course average of 37/100 and received an F for the course. I guess it means I am not a great man.

28.5 Lack of Sleep

P.S. DR. TRETTER. I knew this wasn’t hard, and before the exam I think I knew everything, and now because I haven’t have any sleep in the last 2 days, and I’m so tired and I can’t remember anything. Because I have 2 exams today (Monday) & 2 tomorrow. To die well what can I say. God want me this way.

This student had a course average of 33.5/100 and received an F for the course.
28.6 The Winner

This student seemed to be staring at the ceiling during most of an ENEE 324 final exam. I was curious to see what he wrote in his exam book. The following four images show his creative work. His score on this final exam was 12/100 leading to a grade of F with probability 1.

28.6.1 Divine Worship

Notice the additions to the Academic Dishonesty Notice in exam books. Divine worship did not help this student.

---

Academic Dishonesty

A. Cheating - intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information or study aids in any academic exercise.

B. Fabrication - intentional and unauthorized falsification or invention of any information or citation in an academic exercise.

C. Facilitating academic dishonesty - intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting to help another to commit an act of academic dishonesty.

D. Plagiarism - intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of another as one's own in any academic exercise. (Unless citing references.)

E. Divine worship resulting in inflation of score.

The University is an academic community dedicated to teaching, learning, and research. Like other communities, the university can function properly only if its members share an expectation of intellectual candor and academic integrity. It follows that academic dishonesty is a corrosive force in the life of a university, and that apathy or acquiescence in the presence of academic dishonesty is not a neutral act. Academic dishonesty jeopardizes the quality of each student's education, as well as depreciating the genuine achievements and accomplishments of others.

To report academic dishonesty
dial 314-8206.
Ask for the Campus Advocate.
28.6.2 Exam Rules

This student added some items to the list of examination rules printed in exam books.

EXAMINATION RULES

1. All unauthorized materials (e.g., books, notes, calculators) must be left with the proctor before the student is seated.

2. Students should be seated at least every other seat apart, or its equivalent; i.e., about three feet. Where this arrangement is not possible some means must be provided to protect the integrity of the examination.

3. If mathematical tables are required in an examination, they shall be furnished by the instructor. If text books are used, this rule does not apply.

4. Proctors must exercise all diligence to prevent dishonesty and to enforce proper examination decorum, including abstention from smoking.

5. No student who leaves an examination room will be permitted to return, except in unusual circumstances, in which case permission to do so must be granted by the proctor prior to the student's absence. e.g., explosive diarrhoea.

6. All conversation will cease prior to the passing out of examination papers, and silence will be maintained in the room during the entire exam period.

7. Examination papers will be placed face down on the writing desk until the examination is officially begun by the proctor.

8. Examination papers will be kept flat on the writing desk at all times.

9. If this is your first day at Fight Club, you have to fight.

10. No shirt, no shoes, no exams. Go back to WVU, ya couch-burnin' hillbilly.

11. Two drink minimum.

28.6.3 Nutritional Information

I had never considered the nutritional value of exams before!
**Nutrition Information**

**Serving size:** 1 Exam

**Amount Per Serving:**

- Calories: 200

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Daily Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Fat</th>
<th>0g</th>
<th>0%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sodium</td>
<td>0mg</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Carb</td>
<td>0g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugars</td>
<td>0g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>&lt;4g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber</td>
<td>25g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Not a significant source of pleasure, satisfaction or enlightenment.*

**Warning:** This product may cause temporary black-outs, brain-farts & random acts of comedy.
28.6.4 The ENEE 324 Ship Sinks

Perhaps this student was better suited to a career in graphics arts.

28.7 ENEE 322 Essay

Someone wrote this essay in an exam book during the hour and 15 minute first exam for ENEE 322 Signals and Systems on March 15, 2011 and turned it in.
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

Honor Pledge

The University is committed to Academic Integrity, and has a nationally recognized Honor Code, administered by the Student Honor Council. In an effort to affirm a community of trust, the Student Honor Council proposed and the University Senate approved an Honor Pledge. The University of Maryland Honor Pledge reads:

"I pledge on my honor that I have not given or received any unauthorized assistance on this examination (or assignment)."

Please write the exact wording of the Pledge, followed by your signature, in the space below:

Pledge: I pledge on my honor that I have not given or received any unauthorized assistance on this examination.

Your Signature: [Signature]

Instructor's Symbol

Grade

Student: Maximus Wong

Subject: Eres 326

Section: 0103

Date: 03/15/11

This booklet is provided by the University of Maryland exclusively for examinations. Its possession is authorized only when distributed by a member of the faculty of the University. Examination rules are set forth on the back cover of this Examination Book.
Dear instructor in TA,

let me save you some time and trouble.

DO Not Bother

Grading This
EXAM

but do continue reading if you wish to be entertained!
So, I'm not actually in your class. Much rather, I do not even attend school here. I was merely asked if I could accompany a couple of my friends while they take this exam.

Clearly if the name "Maximus Wong" did not tip you off then hopefully, the pink ink will. Upon looking at this exam that you've given. It looks hard. Ridiculously so. I am actually very glad that I did not have to take this class. I have now found respect for engineers. But then again, if it was easy, anyone could do it.

Well, now I'm just gonna babble on about nothing. You really should stop reading. But if you insist on doing so be my guest.
My first comment will be about that guy who asked "Is that what I think it is?" I mean seriously what kind of question is that? Are those the kind of questions you get on a daily basis. That's just really lame. How are you supposed to know what he thought is was? Did he expect you to just randomly guess or blurt out the correct response. If some smart Alec decided to ask me that, I'd just respond with things like you know the right answer" or a simple "yes". So either he'll question if he's actually correct cause you did not really verify anything. Or assume he is and move from there, leading him to either failure or success.
Judging by the exam though,
Most likely failure.
The next thing I'd like to
talk about is this girl in your
class. She's pretty cute. If
I were to take this class it
would only be to study with
her. It's really a shame that
I don't even know her name.

I'd describe her as having
this very "Je ne sais pas" about
her that's very attractive. To
be honest, I did not expect
to see a girl I like her in
an engineering class.

This makes me wish I could talk to
her and give her this pink
pen I found. I think she'd
like it. There are so many
guys here that most of
the girls would be so
so easy to spot. Hmm I wonder how she did on the exam. She seems smart. She's been jotting down stuff the whole time. Prob! Probably calculating equations or drawing graphs. I think you should give her an A. Hell I think you should give all the girls an A. I mean how many female engineers are there. I'm sure the guys would appreciate it if more girls become engineers. Whether is school or the professional realm. Productivity would be pretty high. Or at least we would hope so. But in all seriousness I think you should help develop said female engineers. They have such a competitive advantage in the job market just by being a girl.
If you think about it, most recruiters would be like "Holy crap, a female engineer!" and wonder like talking to them. Of course just being female isn't enough, they actually have to be engineers. Which is kind of why professors should help develop them. Being dominated in a male industry, female engineers usually end up in one of 2 categories. The first being uber nerdy that she gets along with and almost acts like any other normal engineer. The second, because it is male dominated they seek to be on top and aim to completely beat out all male counterparts. While the latter would seem very good.
It leaves much to be desired in the realm of harmony and co-existant. Neither side male or female should be extremely dominant yet such is the case. It might seem unfair of me to categorize all female engineers into two groups. It is very true that there are those who do not fall into either category, but very few and far in between.

Another thing I noticed stemmed from the Russian in your class. I assume he is Russian due to his accent and that he called everyone comrades. Another stereotype and over generalization. Yes, yes, I know I know. But stereotypes and generalizations aside, I think he really is Russian.
I mean he uses Russian humor. Very loud and quite. He also seemed very loud and crass. Also making assumptions that everyone is going to fail. I'm sure there are those who will have done quite well. Of course I have also heard that usually a large curve is given. Which makes me ponder. Why? Why test something so difficult that the majority are expected to do poorly. Then boost it up so that they did average or maybe even decent. Why not give them the grade they deserved and weed out those who really would not want to be engineers. Because it seems like in order for someone to really wanna do something.
So difficult and complicated, they would have needed to devote a large portion of their time and energy into this. They would try to learn and appreciate it. That’s not saying those who do not are failures. But maybe it could help them realize they are meant for something else. That they can develop a different set of skills. After all, isn’t that what school is really about? To discover what we know, what we’re good at and what we should be doing for our future. While I understand the curve aids students. But what if it gives them the unwarranted notion that they are doing good in something they really do not enjoy. Or do not truly
Understand, I am merely trying to suggest that curves can push students to pursue something just because they feel they are good at when it may not necessarily be so. Of course course work is nothing like real life. They are not judged based on right or wrong answers. Instead by whether or not they can reach a desired goal or result; whether they can solve a problem with what they are given. But then is that what the curve does. To get students to understand that it is not the end result but the process of getting their? So they are less worried about whether their response is correct but more
About whether their thinking is correct? I suppose that makes a lot of sense, then.

Hmm, looks like people are finishing up. Not bad. I would have assumed they would need the entire class period. But I guess finishing up early does not mean they necessarily did well. Seeing people early can be damaging to some students though. They think "Oh my god, he finished!" and begin wondering if the test was actually easy and that they are just hopelessly struggling. You know, the entire time, I was debating whether or not I should turn in my exam early. I thought it would
have been funny to freak some people out if I turned the test in really quickly. Maybe not like the 45 or 30 min mark? But looking at the exam, I figured that wouldn’t work.

So I’ve decided to wait until 7 minutes before the end of class. Also because I’m starting to get the urge to pee. If you’re actually read through the entirety of this non-sense, kudos to you. I hope you have a sense of humor. And know that I didn’t really mean any hanna by this.

Sincerely,
29 Department Heads and Chairmen

Here is a list of the regular and acting Department Heads and Chairmen I have seen during my years at the University of Maryland.

1. George Corcoran, Head, (while I was student)
3. Henry Price, Acting Head, fall 1967
5. Don Gross, Acting Co-Chairman, 1974–75 from wind tunnel
6. Bob Harger, Chairman, 1975–79
8. Lee Davisson, Chairman, 1980–85
9. Bill Destler, Acting Chairman, Spring 1986; Chairman, Fall 1986–94
11. Steve Marcus, Chairman, 2000–05
13. Ramalingam Chellappa, Acting Chairman, July 1, 2011–2012
14. Ramalingam Chellappa, Chairman, July 1, 2012–present